Validation of molecular dynamics simulation
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How the results obtained by computer simulation of molecular systems can be validated is considered. The overall quality of the simulated properties of a molecular system will depend on (i) the quality of the theory or model, (ii) the accuracy of the interatomic interaction function or force field, (iii) the degree of sampling, statistics and convergence reached in the simulation, (iv) the quality of the simulation software, and (v) how competently the simulation software is used. These five validation issues are discussed and illustrated with examples. Guidelines for different members of the scientific community are formulated which are aimed at enabling and improving the validation of simulation results in the literature. © 1998 American Institute of Physics.

I. INTRODUCTION

Computer simulation of molecular systems is playing an ever growing role in academic and industrial research. In areas ranging from materials science and chemistry to pharmacy and molecular biology, computer simulation is already a part of daily practice. Using the molecular dynamics (MD) simulation method the behavior of a variety of molecular systems can be studied. These include liquids, solutions, electrolytes, polymers such as proteins, DNA, and polysaccharides, as well as membranes, liquid crystals, crystals, and zeolites.1–5 Processes such as melting, adsorption, segregation, formation of molecular complexes, and protein denaturation can be analyzed, and phenomena such as protein stability, enzyme reactivity and membrane permeability can be investigated. Such studies may lead not only to improved understanding and insight, but also to practical results such as engineered proteins or materials with properties optimized for particular applications.

Computer simulation of molecular systems requires software to calculate the interatomic interactions and to integrate the equations of motion. Developing MD simulation software for simple atomic or molecular liquids is a relatively easy task. However, when simulating biomolecular systems with many different types of atoms and interactions, using a variety of boundary conditions, very complex software is required. The software must often manipulate, simulate and analyze thousands or even tens of thousands of atoms. This situation has led to the development of simulation software packages both in academia [AMBER,6 BRUGEL,7 CEDAR,8 CHARMM,9 EGG,10 ENCAD,11 FOCUS,12 GROMACS,13 GROMOS,14 MOIL,15 NAMD,16 POLARIS,17 UHBD,18 X-PLOR,19 YASP (Ref. 20)] and by software houses [CHARMM, DISCOVER (Ref. 21), SYBYL (Ref. 22)]. The developers of these molecular simulation software packages are far outnumbered by the users of these packages. The users are generally much less knowledgeable regarding the implemented algorithms and interaction functions than the developers. When using any of these software packages a scientist is inevitably confronted with the question of validation.

A basic task of all scientists is to ensure that the results they obtain can be validated. If the result of a simulation is novel or unexpected or strange, either or both of the following situations may have occurred:

(i) A new phenomenon has been found.
(ii) The results are wrong, because

(1) the model that was used is inappropriate for the application,
(2) the force field is inadequate,
(3) the results have not converged due to insufficient sampling,
(4) the software contains bugs,
(5) the software has been used incorrectly.

Before concluding an exciting new phenomenon has been found, situation (ii) must be ruled out. The reply to each of these five validation questions must be no. However, it is only possible to answer these questions if,

(1) a full description of the model and algorithms is readily available,
(2) a full description of the interaction function or force field is readily available,
(3) simulation results are shown as a function of simulation length,
(4) the source code of the software can be checked,
(5) the set-up of the simulations is described in detail.

Unfortunately, these conditions are often far from being fulfilled. Software manuals tend to describe input parameters...
rather than algorithms. In many cases source code is not accessible, and force fields are generally not completely described in the literature. In regard to force fields, note that it is not sufficient to quote the functional form of the interaction function and to give lists of parameters. The assignment of dihedral angle types to actual proper and improper torsional angles in molecules, the treatment of first, second, and third covalently bound neighbors and the use of particular combination rules when calculating nonbonded interactions, factors rarely mentioned in the literature, should be also specified, for example.

A validation of molecular models and force fields generally involves a comparison of simulated with experimental data. A proper interpretation of the latter is therefore essential to validation. This is briefly discussed in the next section.

Every scientist who uses simulation software will be repeatedly confronted with the five mentioned validation issues. In the next section, we will elaborate on and illustrate these five issues using examples taken from our own work and the literature. The examples are only briefly described, the details being left to the referenced literature. Literature on how to perform computer simulations can be found in Refs. 1–5. In the last section of this paper we discuss what might be done by members of the scientific community to enable better validation of simulation results and reports by users of simulation software and readers of the literature.

II. FIVE VALIDATION ISSUES

When attempting to validate the results of a molecular simulation, the following issues should be considered:

1. The quality of the theory or model. The choice of molecular, atomic or electronic degrees of freedom that are explicitly simulated, the type of equations of motion used and the treatment of the boundary of the system will determine the results that can be obtained. The quality of the assumptions and approximations inherent to the molecular model used will determine the accuracy of the simulated results.

2. The accuracy of the interatomic interaction function or force field. The choice of functional form, the parameter values, the theoretical or experimental data used to calibrate the interaction function and the calibration procedure will determine the accuracy of a force field. The accuracy of a force field may vary with the type of molecule, the phase (gas vs liquid) and type of property that is considered.

3. The degree of sampling, statistics, and convergence reached in the simulation. The simulation period should be much longer than the relaxation time of the property considered. The relaxation time of a property will depend on the type of property, the thermodynamic state (temperature, pressure), and the type of molecule.

4. The quality of the simulation software. The more complex software becomes, the more difficult it is for software developers to ensure its correctness.

5. How competently the simulation software is used. When using complex software with a multitude of input parameters, a parameter combination that induces erroneous results is easily selected.

When performing tests with respect to the five mentioned validation issues it should be kept in mind that the issues depend on each other as is illustrated by the arrows in Fig. 1. For example, a force field test makes only sense when involving converged properties simulated using bug-free software with appropriate input parameters and an adequate molecular model. Or, convergence characteristics of a given molecular property will generally not depend on the details of the interaction function.

Simulation studies are normally verified by a comparison of simulated and experimentally measured properties of the system considered. The results of such a comparison between simulation and experiment can be classified as follows:

(A) Agreement between simulation and experiment is obtained.

This may be due to one or more of the following reasons:

1. The simulation adequately reflects the experimental system.
2. The property examined is insensitive to the details of the simulation.
3. A compensation of errors has occurred.

(B) No agreement between simulation and experiment is obtained.

This may be due to one or both of the following reasons:

1. The simulation does not reflect the experimental system. Either, the theory or model is incorrect, the force field used is inadequate, the simulation is not converged, the software is at fault, or the software is incorrectly used.
2. The experimental data are incorrect.

An example of a property that can be insensitive to the chosen simulation parameters (case A2) is given in Fig. 2. This shows the agreement of the J-coupling constants of a β-peptide simulated at two different temperatures with the experimental values. Although the fold of the peptide is helical at room temperature and extended at high temperature, this large structural difference is not mirrored in the simulated J-values; the agreement with the experimental J-values is

FIG. 1. Five issues regarding the validation of results of molecular simulation. The arrows indicate whether the quality of the handling of one issue will influence the test of the quality of the issue the arrow is pointing at.
rather insensitive to the particular fold of the heptapeptide. Examples of observed compensation of errors have been collected in the literature. When testing simulation results by comparison with experimental data it should be remembered that good agreement between simulated and experimentally measured properties does not necessarily imply that the simulation is correct. The good agreement may simply result from the compensation of errors.

A. First validation issue: Quality of theory or model

In this section we give a few examples of inadequate theory or modelling influencing the results of a molecular simulation.

Electrostatic interactions are extremely long range in nature and approximations in their treatment are therefore necessary. For nonpolar or nonionic systems neglect of nonbonded interactions beyond a long cutoff distance, e.g., 1.5 nm, may be a reasonably accurate approximation. For simulating ionic systems this model is totally inadequate, as is demonstrated in Fig. 3, which shows the radial distribution function for chloride–chloride ion pairs obtained from a MD simulation of 40 Na⁺ and 40 Cl⁻ ions solvated in a periodic box with 2127 water molecules, a 1.0 M NaCl solution. The box was quite large, with an edge length of 4.05 nm, and so was the cutoff radius of 1.5 nm. The effect of direct truncation is to preferentially arrange the ions just outside the cutoff spheres. When a nonbonded interaction model including a reaction field force due to the dielectric medium out side the cutoff sphere is used, the artefacts at the cutoff distance have disappeared within 50 ps of simulation. But, the short-range structure has also changed considerably. So, a truncation model that is of reasonable quality for simulations of nonionic systems, can be totally inadequate for ionic ones.

The second example of incorrect theory or modelling concerns the decomposition of the free energy change $\Delta F = F(B) - F(A)$ corresponding to a change of the Hamiltonian of the system $\Delta H = H(B) - H(A)$ from a state $A$ to a state $B$ into two or more components, e.g., $\Delta F_1$ and $\Delta F_2$, that are defined spatially or with respect to individual terms of the interaction function. We assume that the Hamiltonian $H(X)$, with $X = A$ or $B$, can be expressed as a sum of two terms,

$$H(X) = H_1(X) + H_2(X),$$

where the indices 1 and 2 refer, e.g., to spatially different parts of the molecular system $X$ (amino acid residues in proteins, solvent) or to different types of interaction terms in the force field (covalent, van der Waals, electrostatic interactions). Using statistical mechanics one can write

$$\Delta F = -\beta^{-1} \ln \langle \exp(-\beta \Delta H) \rangle_A,$$

where $\langle \cdot \cdot \cdot \rangle_A$ denotes averaging over a canonical ensemble generated using the Hamiltonian $H(A)$ and $\beta^{-1}$ is the prod...
uct of the Boltzmann constant $k_B$ and the temperature $T$. Using the decomposition (3) in (4), expanding the two exponential functions in Taylor series in $\Delta H_1$ and $\Delta H_2$ and the function $\ln(1-x)$ in a Taylor series in $x$, and keeping terms up to first order in $\beta$, one finds

$$\Delta F = \langle \Delta H_1 \rangle_A - \frac{\beta}{2} \langle (\Delta H_1)^2 \rangle_A - \frac{\beta}{2} \langle (\Delta H_2)^2 \rangle_A + O(\beta^2)$$

$$+ \langle \Delta H_2 \rangle_A - \frac{\beta}{2} \langle (\Delta H_2)^2 \rangle_A - \frac{\beta}{2} \langle (\Delta H_1)^2 \rangle_A + O(\beta^2)$$

$$- \beta \langle \Delta H_1 \Delta H_2 \rangle_A - \langle \Delta H_1 \rangle_A \langle \Delta H_2 \rangle_A + O(\beta^2)$$

$$= \Delta F_1 + \Delta F_2 - \beta \langle \Delta H_1 \Delta H_2 \rangle_A - \langle \Delta H_1 \rangle_A \langle \Delta H_2 \rangle_A + O(\beta^2),$$

(5)

which shows that the decomposition of $\Delta F$ into components $\Delta F_1$ and $\Delta F_2$ is incorrect,

$$\Delta F \neq \Delta F_1 + \Delta F_2,$$

(6)

unless $\Delta H_1$ and $\Delta H_2$ are uncorrelated. The cross-correlations between $\Delta H_1$ and $\Delta H_2$ have been calculated for a variety of decompositions (3) with respect to the change of solvation free energy of a set of para-substituted phenols in water.32 Correlations up to 50% were obtained, indicating that the cross-correlations between parts of a molecular system or between force field terms are generally not negligible for realistic simulations. This implies that the theory of decomposition of free energy differences into components appears to be invalid for many systems of interest.31,32

A third, rather subtle example has to do with an incorrect formulation of Hamiltonian mechanics.33 The Hamiltonian of a system must be expressed as a function of the generalized coordinates $q$ and their conjugate momenta $p$, e.g.,

$$H(p,q) = \frac{p^2}{2m} + V(q).$$

(7)

The first term represents the kinetic energy of a particle with mass $m$. Using thermodynamic integration the free energy change as a function of the mass $m$ is

$$\Delta F = F(m_B) - F(m_A) = \int_{m_A}^{m_B} \frac{\partial H}{\partial m} \, dm$$

(8)

or using expression (7)

$$\Delta F = -\int_{m_A}^{m_B} \frac{p^2}{2m^2} \, dm.$$ (9)

If the Hamiltonian is expressed as function of the generalized coordinates $q$ and the associated velocities $v = p/m$, one has

$$H(mv,q) = \frac{1}{2}mv^2 + V(q)$$

(10)

which leads, using Eq. (8), to

$$\Delta F = + \int_{m_A}^{m_B} \frac{v^2}{2} \, dm = + \int_{m_A}^{m_B} \frac{p^2}{2m^2} \, dm.$$ (11)

This expression has the wrong sign due to the use of the velocity $v$ as variable in the Hamiltonian, which is not allowed.33

A fourth example of inadequate theory or modeling is in regard to procedures to determine biomolecular structure based on nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) spectroscopic or x-ray diffraction data. The standard procedure is to vary the structure of a single molecule with the aim of obtaining a molecular structure that reproduces as good as possible the experimental data (NOE intensities or distances, J-coupling constants, crystallographic structure factor amplitudes).34 However, the experimental data represent an average over time and space (molecules). Fitting a single molecular structure to averaged data can lead to very wrong molecular structures, as has been amply demonstrated in the literature.34–36

B. Second validation issue: Accuracy of interatomic interaction function or force field

The validation of a force field should involve as many different properties for different types of molecules and environments as possible. For molecular systems three general types of properties can be distinguished.

1. Structural properties (including first or second moments of distributions of properties that depend on molecular configuration) such as

(a) average atom positions or atom-atom distances,
(b) radius of gyration,
(c) solvent accessible surface area,
(d) NMR order parameters ($S^2$),
(e) crystallographic temperature factors,
(f) dipole moment fluctuations ($M^2$) leading to an estimate of the dielectric permittivity $\epsilon$,
(g) radial distribution functions ($g(r)$),
(h) density.

2. Energetic properties such as

(a) heat of vaporization,
(b) free energy of solvation,
(c) heat capacity,
(d) isothermal compressibility,
(e) thermal expansion coefficient,
(f) surface tension.

3. Dynamical properties such as

(a) diffusion constants,
(b) rotational correlation times,
(c) dielectric correlation times,
(d) viscosity.

We note that the different properties possess very different relaxation times, which means that MD simulations of very different lengths are required to obtain converged simulated values suitable for comparison to test or calibration data.37 For example, the radial distribution functions and molecular translational and rotational diffusion coefficients of liquid dimethyl sulfoxide (DMSO) can be obtained from 50 ps simulation of 432 DMSO in a periodic box, whereas the determination of collective properties such as the dielectric permittivity or shear viscosity requires a simulation length of over 1000 ps for this system.38

An example of a comparison of structural properties of the 129 residue protein hen egg white lysozyme (HEWL) simulated using three different force fields is shown in Fig. 4.39 In the simulation in vacuo using the corresponding force
given in Table I. The relative energy and free energy of binding from 100 ps. The relaxation time of structural properties of proteins lies in the range up to hundreds of picoseconds. This implies that the slow gradual expansion of the molecule on a time scale of picoseconds. The simulation involving the GROMOS96 force field 14 produces significantly better structural properties of hen egg white lysozyme (HEWL) as a function of MD simulation time using different force fields; vacuum simulation and corresponding GROMOS force field (dashed line), simulation in water using the GROMOS87 force field (dot–dashed line) and using the GROMOS96 force field (solid line); (a) root-mean-square positional difference for the Cα atoms from the crystal starting structure (Å), (b) radius of gyration (Å), (c) solvent accessible surface area (Å). Data taken from Ref. 39.

field (dashed line) the structure becomes too compact and deviates rapidly from the starting crystal structure. The simulation in a periodic box with a few thousand water molecules using the GROMOS87 force field 40 (dot–dashed line) shows a slow gradual expansion of the molecule on a time scale of hundreds of picoseconds. This implies that the (artefactual) driving forces for this expansion are very small. In fact they were not observed in another equally long simulation of the protein BPTI. 41 The simulation involving the GROMOS96 force field 41 (solid line) produces significantly better structural properties. Figure 4 also illustrates that the relaxation time of structural properties of proteins lies in the range upwards from 100 ps.

An example of a comparison of energetic properties is given in Table I.42 The relative energy and free energy of binding of para-substituted phenols as guest molecules to α-cyclodextrin as host molecule were calculated from MD simulations of the guest molecules and of the complexes in aqueous solution. Entropic contributions to the binding seem to play an important role for these flexible molecules. From thermodynamic cycle closure the lower error bound for the ΔG_{calc} values was estimated to be about k_BT = 2.5 kJ mol^{-1}. The root-mean-square deviation with the experimental values is of the same order of magnitude, which implies that simulation and experiment agree within the error bound set by the extent of sampling in the simulations.

Finally, we must stress that force field validation can only be carried out using equilibrated systems and comparing converged average values of properties.

C. Third validation issue: Degree of sampling, statistics, and convergence

The central question regarding the third validation issue is whether the length of a MD simulation is sufficiently long to yield reliable trajectory averages of the different molecular or system properties of interest. Trajectory averages will generally only be representative when the equilibration time of the simulation, \( \tau_{\text{equil}} \), is longer than the relaxation time \( \tau_{\text{relax}}(Q) \) of the property \( Q \):

\[
\tau_{\text{equil}} > \tau_{\text{relax}}(Q),
\]

and when the sampling time, \( \tau_{\text{sample}} \), is much longer than \( \tau_{\text{relax}}(Q) \):

\[
\tau_{\text{sample}} > \tau_{\text{relax}}(Q).
\]

If conditions (12) and (13) are not fulfilled, the trajectory average \( \langle Q(t) \rangle \) of the property \( Q \) will display a drift as a function of time or erratic behaviour due to the occurrence of rare events affecting the value of \( Q(t) \).

The relaxation time \( \tau_{\text{relax}}(Q) \) may be long for different reasons.

1. The system may jump rapidly but rarely between relatively stable states. An example is the 180° flipping of phenylalanine side chains in a protein which is a fast, picosecond time-scale process occurring comparatively infrequently, only on a microsecond time scale. In such a case the trajectory averages will be sensitive to the number of rare events that are simulated.

2. The system may change intrinsically slowly, in which case trajectory averages will display a continuous change as a function of time.

The relaxation and dynamics of the different properties occurring in a MD simulation can be analyzed by different means.

1. For equilibration simulations one may monitor the time series of a property \( Q(t) \), or of its average \( \langle Q(t) \rangle \) or fluctuations \( \langle [Q(t) - \langle Q(t) \rangle]^2 \rangle^{1/2} \) or calculate its autocorrelation function \( \langle Q(t')Q(t + t) \rangle \). The decay time of the autocorrelation function or the build-up rates of the trajectory averages give an indication of \( \tau_{\text{relax}}(Q) \).
cross-correlations between neighbouring atoms display very erratic behavior when the sampling is less than about 200 ps. These results and the cases presented in Ref. 37 illustrate that trajectory averages obtained from simulations should be analyzed and interpreted with a clear eye to the limitations of sampling on the simulation time scale.

D. Fourth validation issue: Quality of the simulation software

The quality of simulation software depends primarily on the care with which it was constructed and tested by the software developers. Testing of simulation software can be done on various levels.

1. Elementary algorithmic tests for MD simulation codes involve elementary classical mechanical laws.

(a) It can be numerically tested for each term of the force field that the force on each atom is equal to the negative numerical gradient of the energy.

(b) The total energy of a system without external forces or coupling to temperature or pressure baths should remain constant during a simulation. In other words, the root mean square fluctuation of the total energy, \( E_{\text{tot}} = E_{\text{kin}} + E_{\text{pot}} \), of the system,

\[
\Delta E_{\text{tot}} = \left( \langle E_{\text{tot}}^2 \rangle - \langle E_{\text{tot}} \rangle^2 \right)^{1/2}
\]

should be small compared to the root mean square fluctuation of the kinetic energy, \( \Delta E_{\text{kin}} \), or of the potential energy, \( \Delta E_{\text{pot}} \).

\[
\Delta E_{\text{tot}} \approx \Delta E_{\text{kin}} \quad \text{or} \quad \Delta E_{\text{pot}}
\]

We note that the relative fluctuation of the total energy,

\[
\frac{\Delta E_{\text{tot}}}{\langle E_{\text{tot}} \rangle}
\]

is not a useful criterion for energy conservation, because \( E_{\text{tot}} \) is only defined up to a constant, which implies that (17) will be arbitrarily large or small depending on the choice of the origin of the energy scale.

(c) The total momentum of the system should remain constant in the absence of external forces or coupling to temperature or pressure baths.

2. The simulation software is used to reproduce well-known standard results for benchmark systems from the literature.

3. The simulation software is used in practical research projects.

4. By making the software including the source code available to the scientific community, the extent of de facto testing is greatly enhanced.

Users of standard simulation software packages could test the quality of the obtained software themselves by executing the types of tests mentioned above. Another possibility is to compare results obtained using different simulation software packages. This option is not easily executed in practice, since it requires the same algorithms and force fields to be present in both simulation software packages.
E. Fifth validation issue: How competently the simulation software is used

Any software can be used such that nonsensical results are produced. Incompatible values for input parameters can be chosen or parameter values may violate the range of applicability of the molecular model or algorithm. A multifunctional simulation code for biomolecular systems will contain, apart from the many force field parameters, many input parameters to be set by the user. For example, the simulation code of the GROMOS96 simulation package has more than 100 input variables which may adopt two or more values. This situation makes it impossible to bar a determined user from using nonsensical input parameter values.

Most errors can, however, be avoided by a careful consideration of the physical laws involved and the physical and chemical characteristics of the molecular system of interest. For example, if the pressure of the system, \( P(t) \), is calculated using the virial formula,\(^\text{14}\)

\[
P(t) = \frac{2}{V(t)} \left( E_{\text{kin}}(t) - W(t) \right)
\]

the pressure will depend on the kinetic energy, \( E_{\text{kin}}(t) \), the virial \( W(t) \), and the volume \( V(t) \) of the periodic box. When coupling the system to a temperature bath and to a pressure bath, the coupling to the former should be tighter than to the latter in order to avoid resonance of \( P(t) \) and \( E_{\text{kin}}(t) \) induced by Eq. (18). The MD integration time step should be chosen much smaller than the shortest oscillation period present in the system.

When reporting simulation results in the literature simulation parameters should be reported in order to enable readers to judge the setup of a simulation.

III. ENABLING AND IMPROVING VALIDATION OF SIMULATION RESULTS

Having reviewed various aspects of validation of results of MD simulations of molecular systems, the question that remains is what can be done by the various members of the scientific community to enable and improve validation of MD simulation. Answering this question different categories of actors should be distinguished, see Table II.

(A) Software suppliers and vendors.
(B) Software users.
(C) Publishers, editors, reviewers of scientific papers.

What can these different actors do with respect to the validation issues (1)–(5) mentioned in the Introduction? The answers are summarized in Table II.

(A) Software suppliers and vendors should allow for proper validation of the software by the following actions:

(i) specify the implemented models and algorithms (issue 1),
(ii) specify completely the force fields provided, including functional form, parameters, assignments, constants, and give different force field versions different version codes for identification (issue 2),
(iii) provide source code and version number for checking and identification, or if this is impossible, provide standard results for checking (issue 4).

(B) Software users should allow for proper validation of their simulation results by the following actions:

(i) refer to the theory or model that was used in the simulation (issue 1),
(ii) refer to the force field used giving the version code and add information on modifications that were made (issue 2),
(iii) present the time evolution of key properties of the molecular system for judging the degree of sampling and convergence (issue 3),
(iv) refer to the version number of the software that was used and specify the modifications made (issue 4),
(v) specify the chosen input parameters of the simulation (issue 5).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Validation issue</th>
<th>(A) Software suppliers/vendors</th>
<th>(B) Software users</th>
<th>(C) Publishers, editors reviewers</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(1) Theory, model</td>
<td>Specify: theory, equations</td>
<td>Specify (or reference): theory, equations</td>
<td>Require: author compliance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(2) Force field</td>
<td>Specify: complete form, parameters, parameter assignments, version code</td>
<td>Specify: version code modifications</td>
<td>Require: author compliance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(3) Sampling, convergence</td>
<td>Show: time evolution of key properties</td>
<td>Require: author compliance</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(4) Simulation software</td>
<td>Provide: source code (or proof of correctness) version code</td>
<td>Require: version number</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(5) Use of software</td>
<td>Specify: key input parameters</td>
<td>Require: author compliance</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
(C) Publishers, editors, and reviewers of scientific papers should enforce these guidelines for simulation software suppliers and users.

If the simulation community adheres to such guidelines, it will become much easier for a scientist applying simulation methods to validate the obtained simulation results and to convince him or herself that the novel or unexpected or strange results are not due to a flawed model, an inadequate force field, insufficient sampling, software bugs or input errors, but instead are indicative of a new phenomenon.
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